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In line with maintaining an open multistakeholder environment for Internet Governance 
discussions the ccTLD Regional Organizations present this contribution. It attempts to 
capture some of our most important concerns to promote a fruitful meeting in the 
forthcoming Open Consultations, with the aim of achieving a successful outcome during 
the 8th IGF in Bali in terms of attendance, quality of the programme, visibility of the 
meeting and organizational aspects, amongst others. 
 

I. Workshops 
 

a. Refine workshop criteria during the February meeting and provide a stronger 
assessment rationale for the May meeting.  

b. Include an external observer / rapporteur to document the contributions and 
outcomes of each workshop. 
 

II. Main sessions 
 

a. Reduce the time of main sessions. 
b. Reduce the scope of the main sessions’ themes not only by proposing questions 

and topics, but also by providing assertive moderation by the Chair and/or 
moderator in order to keep the discussion in focus. 

c. Provide material (online, in screens, printed), of the different topics and conclusions 
that have been reached in each main session during the past 7 IGFs to 
contextualize the discussion and provide newcomers with more informational tools 
during their interventions in these sessions. 



d. Reorganize feeder workshops and main sessions: if feeder workshops cannot take 
place before a main session to which they supposedly bring in the outcomes of a 
particular discussion then the whole idea of feeder workshop should be 
reconsidered. 
 

III. Supporting material 
 

a. Provide historical documentation of IG themes, their evolution and patterns in the 
past 7 events. Mapping and charting. 
 

IV. Speakers 
 

a. MAG members should work with their respective communities to provide lists of 
speakers for main sessions and workshops to open up the floor to new voices. 

b. Securing diversity of opinions is a positive feature of this forum. The incorporation 
of new speakers to the main sessions and workshops, maintaining regional, gender 
and stakeholder balance should be explicitly considered as a positive issue for the 
inclusion of a workshop.  
 

V. Venue facilities 
 
In terms of prioritizing some issues which have scope for improvement from IGF 2012:  
a)   Reliable Internet access to all participants. 
b)   A good provision of meeting spots for networking and talking.  
c) Lunches could just be sandwiches or finger food to cut down costs and prioritize 

other    critical areas for the organizers. 
d)  Snacks, drinks and coffee available at reasonable prices during the whole meeting, 

open all day. 
 

VI. Online presence 
 

a. IGF should have one Twitter # for each IGF, in order to follow and measure the 
impact on this social network. 

b. The IGF 2013 meeting  should  have  a  clearer  presence  in  the  Secretariat’s  website 
in order to facilitate a greater engagement with its contents and to promote people 
unfamiliar with the website to submit their workshop proposals and contributions. 

 


